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An Update on Developments in Biomass
Energy Legislation in Oregon
This update discusses
legislation related to the use
of biomass in renewable
energy production considered
during Oregon’s 2009 regular
legislative session and 2010
special legislative session.
These measures are of two main
categories, namely amendments
to the Oregon Renewable
Portfolio Standards (RPS) in
Oregon Revised Statutes (O.R.S.)
469A.020, et seq., and the various
tax credits related to biomass.
This article provides basic
information about biomass and
how it is converted into energy.
It also will use local examples of
facilities, and how this legislation
affects those operations, to
explore the current situation of
biomass.
Prior to discussing the
legal changes in the past two
legislative sessions, one must
ask: What exactly is biomass,
and how is it used for energy
production? Biomass is a broad
category that encompasses a
wide range of materials from
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natural or biological origins, and
includes forestry and agricultural
residues, municipal green waste,
sewage sludge, manure, and
energy crops.1 This breadth of
what constitutes biomass aids
its versatility as a material for
energy production. This is because
farmers can harvest biomass for
energy production exclusively, or
amass and use waste residue and
the by-products of other activities
for energy production.2
After an energy producer
chooses a biomass source to use,
there are critical steps necessary
before it can be converted
into energy. Biomass must be
collected, processed by chipping
or drying, and then transported
to the energy production facility
for conversion into electricity or
heat.3
There are three thermal
processes available for the
conversion of woody biomass to
energy: combustion, gasification
and pyrolysis.4 Combustion of
biomass that provides heat or
electricity is a common practice

in many commercial settings.5
Seneca Sustainable Energy in
Eugene is a local example of a
company that produces electricity
and heat from the combustion
of waste wood produced in the
Seneca sawmills and forestlands.
Gasification is the process that
generates synthetic gas by the
reaction of solid biomass with
controlled amounts of oxygen
and steam at high temperatures.6
Gasification has the potential
to reduce contaminants in
emissions because metals and
minerals can be retained in the
ash by-product. Pyrolysis, or
decomposition brought about by
high temperatures, results in the
production of charcoal, liquid
fuel, or gas vapors, dependent
on the processing temperature.7
Fast, high temperature pyrolysis
produces liquid bio-fuel as its
main product.8
An alternative to thermal
processes that can convert
biomass to a usable substance is
anaerobic digestion. Anaerobic
digestion uses microorganisms
that digest biomass in an oxygen
free environment and produce
combustible synthetic gas.
However, the lignin in woody
biomass is non-digestible by the
typical types of bacteria employed
in this process. The Biogas Plant
at Stahlbush Island Farms outside
of Corvallis is a local electricity
producer that obtains its gas
through the anaerobic digestion of
fruit and vegetable waste.9
Oregon’s Renewable Portfolio
Standard
Renewable Portfolio
Standards (RPS) are energy
policies that states adopt to
promote renewable energy. RPS
policies accomplish this because
they require retail electricity
sellers to obtain a certain amount
of its saleable electricity from

renewable energy resources.10 As
of December 2010, thirty-seven
states, Puerto Rico, Guam, the
Virgin Islands and the District of
Columbia have enacted RPS.11
Adopted in 2007, Oregon’s
RPS lists the types of energy
sources considered renewable in
electricity generation to satisfy
the RPS requirement.12 Under
Oregon’s RPS biomass created
electricity qualifies as an eligible
renewable electricity, but only
if it is not generated by burning
wood treated with chemical
preservatives or municipal
solid waste.13 However after an
emergency declaration,14 the
legislature passed legislation
that categorized municipal solid
waste as a permissible biomass
alternative from March 4 –
December 31, 2010.15

to the RPS is a step backward
and one I cannot support.”17 The
primary concerns are the presence
of items like batteries and
plastics in municipal solid waste,
whose incineration can create
problematic emissions.

Recent Oregon Legislation
Related to Biomass Energy

It was in this special session
that HB 3649 and 3674 were both
signed into law. They function
together to consider municipal
solid waste as a qualifying
biomass for the purposes of the
RPS—but were only effective
from March 4 – December 31,
2010.19 HB 3674 passed as an
emergency measure to preserve
“the public peace, health and
safety,” and reclassified municipal
solid waste as a qualifying
biomass under the RPS.20 The
impact of this change is fairly
limited. Unlike HB 2940’s general
redefinition, HB 3674 permits
only a total of nine megawatts
generated from municipal waste
incineration as eligible electricity
for RPS purposes.21 This change
also does not make available
tax credits for facilities that
burn municipal garbage, and
thus incentivize the emergency
measures.22 These changes went
into effect immediately on March
4, 2010, upon Kulongoski’s
signature on HB 3674. Two weeks
later Kulongoski signed HB 3649,

During the 2009-2010 regular
legislative session and the 2010
special session, the legislature
proposed measures that regarded
amendments to the Oregon RPS,
codified in Oregon Revised
Statutes (O.R.S.) 469A.020, et
seq., and the various tax credits
related to biomass.
The first proposed amendment
to the RPS in the time period
examined was House Bill
(HB) 2940 in the 2009 regular
legislative session. HB 2940
proposed a modification of
Oregon’s RPS to include
municipal solid waste as a
qualifying biomass source to
generate renewable electricity.16
The Oregon House and Senate
passed HB 2940 in June 2009;
however, Governor Kulongoski
vetoed the bill in August 2009.
In his explanation to the Oregon
Secretary of State for vetoing
HB 2940, Kulongoski wrote that
“[a]dding municipal solid waste

Yet HB 2940 was not the
end of the push to expand the
definition of eligible biomass
under Oregon’s RPS. The 2010
special legislative session saw
three bills introduced related to
the PRS definition of eligible
biomass. The exact language of
HB 2940 that was approved by
both the House and Senate in
2009 was reintroduced as Senate
Bill (SB) 995 in the 2010 session.
It was referred to the Senate
Business and Transportation
Committee, but was not acted
upon.18

which again removed municipal
solid waste from the RPS
definition of eligible biomass.23
However HB 3649’s provisions
pertain to electricity generated
after January 1, 2011.24
Contemporaneously in 2009
and 2010, numerous bills before
the legislature related to biomass
tax credits. Two are briefly
discussed here.
HB 2078 was introduced and
signed into law during the 2009
regular session. An omnibus tax
measure, it modifies many Oregon
statutes, including O.R.S. section
315.141, the provision that gives
tax credits to the biomass industry.
O.R.S. section 315.141(1)(d)
defines biomass more restrictively
than Oregon’s RPS; similarly, it
excludes solid municipal waste
and chemically treated wood.25
HB 2078 creates two interesting
provisions related to biomass
energy tax credits. First, the
Oregon Department of Energy
(ODOE) may adopt rules that
“define criteria” to “determine
additional characteristics of
biomass” for tax credits under
O.R.S. section 315.141. Second,
HB 2078 empowers ODOE to
administer a certification process
that determines the amount of the
biomass tax credit, replacing the
current self-reporting system.26
At the same session HB
2725 proposed the prohibition
of tax incentives for biofuel or
biomass materials that are fit for
human consumption. The bill was
referred to the Environment and
Water committee, a public hearing
was held, but no other action was
taken.
Further incentives for biomass
energy production came when
SB 963 passed in 2009. This
bill dealt with condominiums
and planned communities. One
provision allowed condominium
2

and planned community
developers to enter into contracts
with renewable energy facilities
to serve a planned community,
on the condition that the initial
contract term would not be longer
than twenty years.27 Previously,
condominium and planned
community developers could not
enter into contracts lasting longer
than three years.28 Renewable
energy facilities include facilities
that harness solar, wind, biomass
and other renewable resources for
electricity generation, or facilities
that use biofuels or hydrogen from
renewable resources.29
The development and
evolution of regulations and
laws that impact biomass energy
production have emerged at a
relatively fast pace. In the 2009
and 2010 legislative sessions,
the RPS definition of eligible
biomass faced no permanent
changes, despite efforts to the
contrary. However, ODOE is
now authorized to promulgate
regulations that further refine
characteristics of biomass eligible
for tax credits. Thus, the types of
biomass eligible for tax credits
may be narrowed in the future.
Because biomass facilities often
are unsettled economic ventures
dependent upon tax incentives,
any changes to tax credit access
due to biomass eligibility will
likely have a significant effect
on the types of biomass used for
energy production in Oregon.
Recent Federal Regulatory
Developments for Biomass
Carbon Emissions
The update at the federal level
is that biomass facilities are not
exempt under the Environmental
Protection Agency’s (EPA)
“Tailoring Rule”.30 This rule
governs which new stationary
sources of Green House Gases
(GHG) must obtain permits under
3

the Clean Air Act (CAA). In the
EPA’s preamble to the rule, the
EPA justifies its non-exception
by stating that, though perhaps
biomass combustion is carbon
neutral, the EPA does not take a
final position.31
In July 2010, the EPA
requested more information
about biomass energy’s GHG
emissions, and how to treat these
emissions.32 On January 12, 2011,
the EPA announced its intention
to promulgate rules to defer for
three years applying the Tailoring
Rule to biomass facilities in order
to “give EPA time to effectuate
a detailed examination of the
science associated with biogenic
CO2 emissions and to consider
the technical issues that the
agency must resolve . . . in ways
that are scientifically sound and
also manageable in practice.”33
Even at the federal level, the
scientific and legal treatment of
GHG emissions from biomass
facilities is nsettled and evolving.
__________________________
Christine Zeller-Powell is a
Sustainable Land Use Project
Fellow at the University of
Oregon School of Law.
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Jennifer Costa
Protecting the Inuit: Remedies in International Law for Protecting
Indigenous Peoples from Environmental Degradation and Global
Warming
Many environmental
controversies involve the rights of
indigenous peoples.1 This article
focuses on the remedies available
in international law to the Inuit,
one specific group of indigenous
peoples whose standard of
living and cultural survival are
profoundly threatened by global
warming and environmental
degradation.
The Inuit are peoples living
in the most northern areas of
the Northern Hemisphere.2 The
family is the primary source
of structure, and the society
typically organizes into tribes.3
Many Inuit communities spend
winters in temporary snowhouse communities on the sea,
hunting seals and other sea
life.4 During the late summer,
some communities will hunt
mostly inland game. 5 Their
society has survived upwards of
2,500 years with little change;6
however, due to climate change
and environmental degradation,
the Inuit have begun out of
necessity to make changes to

their traditional lifestyle.7 As one
source put it, a culture frozen in
time for thousands of years is now
melting away.8
Threats to Inuit Life
Researchers are concerned
about both the quantity and
quality of food available to the
Inuit peoples. Outsiders have
overexploited the primary sources
of food of the Inuit, namely fish,
whale, and other sea mammals.9
Further, outsiders have also
overexploited terrestrial mammals
such as the polar bear, which also
serve as a source of sustenance for
the Inuit.10 Only a small number
of terrestrial species are able to
survive the climate contrasts of
the arctic year, and those species
that survive tend to live long lives
and reproduce only a few young
at a time.11 Consequently, harm
to the biodiversity of the Arctic
environment and the food sources
of the Inuit are likely to be long
lasting.
The sources of environmental
degradation and resulting impacts

on the Inuit are numerous.
Measurements of pollutants in
the Arctic waters have revealed
high concentrations of persistent
organic pollutants, acidified
gases, heavy metals, and
radionuclides.12 These pollutants
are transported to the Arctic
by atmospheric, riverine, and
oceanic pathways from Europe,
North America, Japan, and
Russia.13 The Arctic Monitoring
and Assessment Programme
(AMAP) found high levels of
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs)
in sea animals eaten by Inuit.14
Further, during and after the cold
war, carcinogenic nuclear waste
contaminated the Arctic in the
Kola region of northwest Russia.
Oil spills have also polluted
the Arctic. Low temperatures,
low bacteria activity, and
permafrost significantly slow the
decomposition of waste, making
the impacts from environmental
damage long lasting.15
However, above all other
threats, climate change is the
greatest long-term threat to
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the Arctic environment and
consequently, the Inuit.16
Temperatures in the Arctic are
warming at a rate twice as fast
as anywhere else on Earth.17
Retreating ice has subjected Inuit
villages to erosion and stronger
coastal winds, leaving their homes
to topple into the sea.18 Due to
thawing permafrost, experienced
hunters have fallen into newly
thinned ice that was previously
thought safe.19 Thawing
permafrost has also caused
roads to buckle and building
foundations to crumble.20
Solutions in International Law
Sources of international
law, such as treaties, generally
do not have strong enforcement
mechanisms. This article does not
discuss in depth the enforcement
mechanisms of each of the
treaties; however, it is important
to note that although the language
of some treaties cited and
discussed may appear hopeful and
are worth review and application,
there is not necessarily a reliable
means to enforce the treaty.
Advocates have explored
many international laws and
theories as a means to protect the
habitat and cultural traditions of
the Inuit peoples. It is important
that the Inuit are involved in
the discussions regarding Arctic
environmental degradation and
climate change. Having occupied
the Arctic for thousands of years,
they have a unique understanding
of the environment and should
be given the opportunity to
contribute their knowledge and
experience to the discussion of
possible solutions to developing
problems in the Arctic.
Indigenous Control and
Empowerment: The Inuit
Example
The Inuit have begun to
participate in the global dialogue
5

on the Arctic environment and
climate change in meaningful
ways. They have organized
themselves in various political
organizations such as the Inuit
Circumpolar Council (ICC).21
In 2009, Inuit leaders from
Greenland, Canada, Alaska, and
Russia launched a Circumpolar
Inuit Declaration on Arctic
Sovereignty.22 The Declaration
calls upon states claiming Arctic
territory to cooperate and work
closely with the Inuit.23 The
Circumpolar Inuit Declaration
on Arctic Sovereignty also calls
on nations to respect the U.N.
Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples, specifically
with regard to its applicability to
the Inuit.24
International Law Solutions
The U.N. Human Rights
Council adopted the U.N.
Declaration of Rights of
Indigenous Peoples in 2006.25
The U.N. Declaration of Rights
of Indigenous Peoples expresses,
among other things, international
concern over the historic injustice
suffered by indigenous peoples.26
It also recognizes the importance
of the indigenous peoples’ control
and development of their own
lands.27 Further, it recognizes
that indigenous peoples’
knowledge can contribute to
“fair and lasting development
and better management of
the environment.”28 The U.N.
Declaration of Rights of
Indigenous Peoples demands that
signatories give the Inuit a voice
in matters regarding the Arctic
environment.
In addition to the U.N.
Declaration of Rights of
Indigenous Peoples, the
Indigenous and Tribal Peoples
Convention of 1989 states:
“Governments shall ensure that,
whenever appropriate, studies are

carried out, in cooperation with
the people concerned, to assess
the social, spiritual, cultural and
environmental impact of the
planned development activities.
The result of these studies shall be
considered as fundamental criteria
for the implementation of these
activities.”29
Moreover, the Indigenous
and Tribal Peoples Convention
of 1989 also states that “[g]
overnments shall take measures,
in cooperation with people
concerned, to protect and preserve
the environment of the territories
they inhabit.”30 The Indigenous
and Tribal Peoples Convention
will become increasingly
important as melting permafrost
leads to further development in
the Arctic as waterways become
more navigable. The Inuit may use
the Indigenous and Tribal Peoples
Convention of 1989 to strengthen
their voice in conversations
regarding development in the
Arctic region.
Human Rights Solutions
From a human rights
perspective, there is a great
argument for offering greater
protection to the Inuit,31 as
there is a strong link between
human rights and environmental
degradation. There are several
advantages to using the human
rights approach.32 Significantly,
the human rights system has
various courts and supervisory
mechanisms.33 There are also
several avenues through which
the Inuit could make a human
rights argument using the existing
international human rights regime.
For instance, one such right,
which states and international
organization have widely
accepted, is that of every human
to a healthy environment.34 It is
included in the African and InterAmerican human rights systems

and is also included in many
national constitutions.35
Substantive human rights such
as: (1) the right to life; (2) the
right to health and well-being; (3)
the right to a healthy environment;
(4) the right to self-determination,
cultural expression and religion;
and (5) the right to use and
enjoy property may be useful to
those seeking protection from
environmental degradation.36
There are also procedural
rights under the human rights
regime, such as the right to
popular participation, the right to
access information, and the right
to remedy.37 The Inuit may use
the procedural rights to strengthen
their voice in the conversations
regarding climate change and
environmental degradation in the
Arctic.
There are several more
international legal theories that
may be explored in order to
protect the Inuit peoples’ land and
cultural traditions. Three options
that will be discussed include
Common Heritage of Humankind
Status, World Culture and Natural
Heritage status, and creation of a
global trust.
Common Heritage of
Humankind
Common Heritage of
Humankind is applied in
Antarctica through The Antarctic
Treaty.38 Common Heritage
of Humankind status would
recognize the importance of
preserving the Arctic region and
essentially treat it as a global
park.39 There are at least four
characteristics of Common
Heritage of Humankind status:
(1) non-appropriation (no one
can legally own the property),
(2) international management,
(3) shared benefits, and (4)
preservation of the land for

peaceful purposes.40
First, due to ongoing territorial
claims and accessible minerals
in the Arctic region, it is unlikely
that the Arctic nations will
concede to non-appropriation.
However, as discussed above,
if international law worked to
restrict access to mineral rights,
Arctic nations are more likely to
agree to non-appropriation.
Second, international
management is already taking
place to some degree, and
certainly will have to continue
as climate change continues to
impact coastal regions throughout
the world. Regardless of current
territorial claims, the Arctic needs
international management, which
should include active involvement
of the Inuit.
Third, shared benefits from
the use and exploitation of
resources would be beneficial to
the Inuit only if the international
community recognizes the
importance of first preserving
the basic supplies needed to
sustain the Inuit. Further, due to
the fragile environment, states
and commercial entities should
avoid any acts to recover mineral
resources; consequently, they
would also avoid any conflicts
arising from shared benefits with
regard to mineral resources.
Lastly, states should reserve
the Arctic for peaceful purposes,
and there should be no further
weapons testing or dumping
of nuclear waste in the Arctic.
Although Common Heritage of
Humankind status is unlikely due
to commercial interests in the
mineral resources of the Arctic,
it remains an ideal option to be
pursued.
The Convention for the
Protection of the World
Culture and Natural Heritage

The Convention for the
Protection of the World Culture
and Natural Heritage, commonly
referred to as the “World
Heritage Convention,” is a global
instrument for the preservation
of historic sites and conservation
of nature.41 The World Heritage
Convention explicitly respects
national sovereignty, but also
recognizes that there is a global
responsibility to preserve
historical sites and conserve
humanity’s natural heritage.42
In order to apply for a natural
site to be added to the World
Heritage List for protection,
the site must be proposed by its
country.43 For areas of the Arctic
where territorial rights are not in
question, states may nominate the
land to the World Heritage Centre
for protection of the lands. Also,
advocates and lobbyists may
persuade some states to nominate
their own Arctic territory for
addition to the World Heritage
List, thereby protecting the lands
and preserving them for the Inuit
populations. Although states are
unlikely to nominate their own
territories, advocates should not
ignore such an option.
The Global Trust
Another alternative form
of protection for the Inuit is
the creation of a global trust.
It is important to recognize the
important role that indigenous
communities such as the Inuit
play in our world.44 The Inuit
contribute significantly to the
art community45 and aid in
creating a rich and diverse world
community of human thought
and religion.46 In recognition of
the role indigenous communities
play and the danger posed by
climate change, some scholars
have suggested creating a global
trust as a remedy for harms to
indigenous communities.47
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There are many ways in which
a global trust could be organized;
one suggestion includes states
creating a stewardship fund.
When needed, the trustee would
distribute the corpus of the trust
for the interest of a particular
indigenous community in
need (the beneficiary).48 States
would create a trust framework
consisting of a governing statute,
a scientific advisory board,
and an administrative board of
appeals.49 The global trust option
would be an adequate remedy
for indigenous groups who are
harmed by climate change.
However, there are two
concerning aspects of the global
trust fund remedy. First, there
is a degree of paternalism that
is problematic. The Inuit would
have little say in the amount of
money awarded to them, and
the individuals or countries that
harmed them would never have
to take accountability and pay

directly for their actions. Second,
there is no incentive to solve
the problems associated with
climate change and environmental
degradation. The polluter may
continue to emit greenhouse
gases without regard to resulting
harms. The global trust remedy is
more of a global Band-Aid, and
not created to actually solve the
underlying ailment. 		
Civil Law Solutions
In addition to the many
international laws and theories
discussed above, the Inuit may
also consider using the civil law
system to bring suit on private
actors who contribute significantly
to Arctic pollution and emit
greenhouse gases. Several
climate-change litigation cases
have been filed worldwide.50
Climate change lawsuits come in
several varieties.
First, there are lawsuits
against government entities for
acts or omissions related to the

emission of greenhouse gases.51
Lawsuits against government
entities have been filed in an effort
to force governments to consider
the impacts of climate change.52
Second, there are lawsuits brought
against private parties responsible
for emitting greenhouse gases,53
as was the case in Kivalina
v. ExxonMobil Corporation.
The U.S. District Court for the
Northern District of California
dismissed the case, finding that
the political question doctrine
and lack of standing barred the
plaintiffs from bringing a nuisance
claim.54 The case is currently on
appeal to the 9th Circuit Court of
Appeals.
The Kivalina case deals with
the exact harms that the Inuit
peoples are suffering as a result
of global warming. Kivalina is
an Inupiat island village of four
hundred people.55 Erosion shrunk
the island by twenty acres over
the past fifty years.56 Prior to

Kivalina													photo: AP
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global warming, blocked sea ice
protected the island from erosion,
but the melting of blocked sea
ice has exacerbated erosion.57
Houses and buildings are now
in danger of falling into the sea,
and the environmental changes
are forcing the Kivalinans to
relocate at an estimated cost of
400 million dollars.58 The village
of Kivalina filed a public nuisance
claim against five oil companies,
fourteen electric companies, and
a coal company.59 U.S. courts
have dismissed similar lawsuits as
political questions not addressable
by the courts.60 However, the
Second Circuit Court of Appeals
ruled recently, overturning a
District Court’s dismissal based
on the political question doctrine,
that the federal courts have the
power to curb damaging carbon
pollution if the legislative and
executive branches are not
actually regulating the pollution.61
A plaintiff must also have
standing to sue the defendant.
There is a three-part test to
determine if a plaintiff has
standing: (1) the plaintiff must
have an injury-in-fact, (2)
causation must be fairly traceable,
and (3) the injury must be
redressable.62 Perhaps the most
difficult barrier for the Inuit would
be proving the second element
of standing. With regard to
causation, the barrier is that even
large emitters only emit a small
portion of worldwide emissions.63
Some scholars have noted that
many class action lawsuits have
included similar defendants,
such as the tobacco and asbestos
lawsuits; therefore, the Inuit may
be able to overcome this hurdle.64
The last barrier to environmental
litigation is preemption. If
Congress or a state legislature
is in the process of passing
legislation that would preempt
the court decision, the court

will likely dismiss the lawsuit.65
Whether the court would dismiss
a case would entirely depend on
the proposed legislation.66
Although there are many
barriers, and environmental
litigation is complicated and
costly, environmental lawsuits are
developing and there have been
promising results.67 The Inuit and
their advocates should explore
environmental litigation to find a
potential remedy.
The global community
should recognize the important
contributions of indigenous
cultures and should protect them
from the harms of environmental
degradation and climate change.
Over the next several decades, we
will make decisions in an effort
to mitigate the environmental
damage we have caused. As we
make these decisions, the Inuit
and other indigenous communities
must not get lost in the shuffle.
The Inuit contribute greatly
to our society; they deserve
legal protection and cultural
preservation.
__________________________
Jennifer Costa is a 3L at the University of Oregon School of Law.
She would also like to thank her
husband and daughter for their
unconditional love and support.
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Aaron J. Kraft
The Kuna Syndrome: Symptoms of an Infectious Strain of NIMBYism
Energy policy analysts
often cite electric transmission
bottlenecks as a significant
barrier to renewable energy
development.1 These analysts
therefore advocate for policies
that make it easier to build new
transmission infrastructure. To be
sure, siting transmission lines is
a complex, lengthy process that
requires developers to navigate
an intricate web of federal, state,
and local jurisdictions.2 But these
complexities affect more than
the national clean energy effort;
as transmission development
increases, so does the impact on
federal public lands. In particular,
decisions at the local government
level have caused some utilities to
focus more transmission planning
on federal public lands than is
9

otherwise necessary.
With the Energy Policy Act of
2005 (EPAct 05), Congress tried
to streamline the transmission
siting process with a coordinated,
multi-agency effort to designate
transmission corridors “on Federal
land in the eleven contiguous
Western States.”3 The effects the
“West-wide Corridors” will have
on public lands, and the process
the government uses to identify
those corridors, are the subjects of
on-going litigation.4 Additionally,
EPAct 05 gave the Secretary of
Energy (Secretary) authority to
“designate any geographic area
experiencing electric energy
transmission capacity constraints
or congestion that adversely
affects consumers as a national
interest electric transmission

corridor [or NIETC].”5 If the
Secretary designates a NIETC,
EPAct 05 provides him or
her wide latitude to permit
construction within the NIETC—
potentially in defiance of contrary
state law.6
Yet despite these federal
efforts, states still exercise plenary
control over land use decisions
affecting non-federal lands. And
in many states like Idaho, nearly
all land use decisions occur at the
local level. This article briefly
addresses recent efforts in Idaho
that may cause transmission lines
to further encroach on otherwise
undeveloped federal public lands.
Local Government Siting
Authority
Local governments in

Idaho control most land use
planning.7 In fact, the Idaho
Local Land Use Planning
Act directs city councils and
county commissions to exercise
the State’s land use planning
authority.8 At their choosing, each
local government subdivision
may delegate its planning duties
to a local planning and zoning
commission.9 The State further
charges each planning and
zoning commission—or the local
government board—to “conduct
a comprehensive planning
process designed to prepare,
implement, and review and
update a comprehensive plan. . .
. [And that] plan shall consider .
. . desirable goals and objectives
for,” among other things,
transmission corridors.10
Before adopting any
comprehensive plan, the local
government must provide public
notice and allow for a public
hearing.11 The local government
may then entertain permit
applications for infrastructure
development within its
jurisdiction and must abide by
certain due process-oriented
criteria for approving or denying
permits.12 Local governments
may also issue conditional
or special use permits, which
provide for development other
than contemplated by their
comprehensive plans.13
In sum, Idaho’s local
governments exercise principal
siting authority over any
development—including
transmission infrastructure—
within their boundaries. The
State requires them to consider
certain enumerated criteria, but
final decisions are made largely
on the basis of local preference.
An aggrieved permit applicant
may seek judicial review after
he or she has exhausted any
appeal procedures provided

by local ordinance,14 but such
review is deferential in nature—
substantially the same as
agency review under the federal
Administrative Procedure Act.15

River in [southwest Idaho], is
fighting what residents see as an
obstacle to their town’s growth.”22
Parma set its sights on an area
north of town that it wanted to
annex for a “750-acre equestrian
It is worth noting that
subdivision”—an area that would
transmission utilities may have
sit beneath the original B2H route.
eminent domain authority if they
23
Parma’s recommended solution:
can prove their development
route the line through public
would satisfy a public purpose.16
24
But for any transmission line with land. For now, it seems that
an operating capacity greater than Parma’s resistance has swayed
Idaho Power to reconsider its
230kV that would cross through
B2H route,25 but the project’s
agricultural lands, the State
imposes additional restrictions on fate is unclear. A spokeswoman
for Parma fancies her small
eminent domain proceedings.17
community the wrong town to
Further, the burden of eminent
26
domain proceedings—and proving “pick on,” but she27 is not alone
that the proposed line does indeed among NIMBYers in the region.
serve a public purpose—would
Idaho Power faced similar
certainly be time and resource
resistance to the B2H line in John
intensive.
Day, Oregon, 150 miles west of
Parma. The popular uprising in
Recent Conflicts over
John Day apparently stemmed
Transmission Siting
from some less-than-sensitive
Idaho Power Company,
public comments by Idaho Power
an investor-owned utility that
employees about the company’s
serves customers in southern
ability to invoke eminent domain
Idaho and eastern Oregon,18
to site the transmission line,
recently encountered considerable despite residents’ concerns.28
resistance from local governments As a result, Idaho Power is now
over its proposed Boardman to
battling a public relations war
Hemingway (B2H) and Gateway
while it strives to make progress
West transmission lines. The
on the B2H project, which is back
following discussion explores
on the drawing boards.29
some of those issues.
The cause of anxiety in
The Boardman to Hemingway
John Day may have developed
Project
for different reasons than did
the concern in Parma, but the
The B2H project would
consequence is the same: a
connect a substation near
united local movement opposing
Boardman, Oregon with the
development within the locality’s
proposed Hemingway substation
area of control. Idaho Power
near Melba, Idaho, via a 500kV
19
reacted to that opposition by
line. IdahoPower intends to
voluntarily revisiting its own
build the project to increase
20
plans. With the Gateway West
system capacity and reliability.
project, however, Idaho Power
But the city of Parma, Idaho,
was not given the chance to
which is near the end of the
proposed B2H line, is uninterested informally revisit its plans, at least
not before a local government
in the line passing even near
21
formally weighed in on the issue.
their small town. “Parma, an
agribusiness community of
2,000 people near the Snake
10

The Gateway West Project
The Gateway West project is
a 1,150-mile transmission line
proposed by Idaho Power, in
conjunction with Rocky Mountain
Power, a PacifiCorp subsidiary
that serves customers in Utah and
Wyoming.30 That project would
connect a new substation near
Glenrock, Wyoming with the
planned Hemingway substation
near Melba, Idaho; the lines
would nearly span the width
of both states.31 Both utilities
claim that Gateway West would
help “provide electricity to meet
increasing customer needs.”32
The project would also provide
an additional tie-in to the Pacific
Northwest, assuming B2H is built,
as both projects would terminate
at Hemingway.
The Gateway West developers
ran up against local government
parochialism in the town of Kuna,
Idaho—a town the proposed
line would cross. Kuna, “a
community of approximately
12,600 residents,” holds itself
out as “a growing progressive
community.”33 Yet Kuna recently
passed a comprehensive plan
that preemptively excluded all
transmission corridors within
the city planning area, requiring
instead that “all utility corridors
. . . be specially permitted.”34
That requirement was not
some incidental consideration
on the part of Kuna planners;
Kuna officials had notice of
the Gateway West project and
sought to delegate their town as
a transmission-free zone.35 Idaho
Power defended its proposed
route through Kuna and claimed
it had no other alternative because
the Bureau of Land Management
(BLM) refused to allow the
project on nearby public land.36
As one commentator noted,
Kuna’s uncooperative posture
11

exemplifies the broader national
problem:
[T]he standoff between Kuna,
Idaho Power and the BLM
illustrates that the nation needs
a process to determine how
it is going to get its energy.
‘Whether it’s nuclear, wind[,]
or coal, we’re going to have
to transmit this energy[.]’ . . .
‘What we need is an inclusive
procedure for these decisions,
rather than having everybody
try to veto each other’s
proposals.’37
Idaho Power claims it has not
exercised eminent domain
authority for some twenty years,
but playing that trump card may
be a reasonable response to the
obstinacy of towns like Kuna.38
Kuna was well positioned to
negotiate with Idaho Power before
it developed its comprehensive
plan. The city had considerable
notice of Idaho Power’s goals, it
was engaged in a broad planning
process, and it likely could have
garnered public support for its
efforts to broker a constructive
deal. Instead, Kuna’s city planners
contracted a serious case of
NIMBYism. And now the “Kuna
Syndrome” is forcing Idaho
Power—and any other would-be
transmission line developer—to
pursue other options. It is likely
that Idaho Power will increase
pressure on BLM to develop
on federal lands. Unless, of
course, the Secretary of Energy
undertakes to designate a NIETC,
the State of Idaho directly
involves itself, or Idaho Power
exercises its eminent domain
authority—all unlikely scenarios.
The relative benefits of new
transmission lines and corridors
are certainly debatable. In fact,
the difficulty of siting new
transmission lines is another
argument for smaller scale,

distributed energy installations.
But to the extent new transmission
is necessary for a clean energy
economy, any new construction
should be confined to alreadydeveloped or disturbed lands
whenever possible. Cities
throughout the West continue to
chew up otherwise undisturbed
land; so given the choice,
citizens should demand that
new development only occur
in existing areas of impact.
Additionally, there is no reason
to believe that Kuna, or another
similarly minded city, is only out
to stop transmission lines; one can
readily imagine attempts to block
a responsibly sited wind farm or
solar array that did not fit within a
city’s expansion goals.
Progressive energy planning
has no room for myopic city
planners; those who put their
fiefdom ahead of national efforts
to responsibly access clean
energy deserve no deference.
Any proposed development on
federal land must be justified
by some purpose and need. And
there can be no need for further
encroachment on public land
just because a city planning
department is infected with
NIMBYism. Active citizens
must hold federal land managers
accountable to limit any such
development, and land managers
and policymakers must account
for misused local authority when
considering energy development
on federal lands.
__________________________
Aaron Kraft is a 3L at the
University of Oregon School
of Law concentrating on
environmental and natural
resources law.
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Jordan Beckett
Surface Rights on Public Lands: Who is the Trespasser?
Until the General Mining
Act of 1872 is reformed our
public lands are going to be
riddled with miners seeking
to make a quick profit at the
expense of the environment. At
some point Congress is going to
have to recognize that the gold
rush is over, the West has been
adequately settled, water is a
resource more valuable to society
than gold, and the Mining Act of
1872 is outdated and in conflict
with environmental laws. Until
that day comes, it appears that
outdoor enthusiasts who recreate
on public lands are stuck dealing
with no trespassing signs and
the threat of having one’s arm
blown off by a rabid miner with
a shotgun.1 Or does that have to
be the case? There are laws on
the books that can be used to
assert one’s right to use and enjoy
public lands. What follows is a
brief discussion of the Surface
Resource Act as it relates to
mining rights, and possible uses of
agency regulations to keep illegal
occupancy and mining from
13

occurring on our public lands.
Public Right of Access
Though agencies can no
longer use appropriated budgets
for processing mineral patents (a
patented claim grants absolute
title to the land), unpatented and
illegal mining still poses a threat
to public lands.2 Many miners
have a tendency to treat their
unpatented claims as though
they possessed a valid patent,
defending public land as though it
were private property. The owner
of a valid, unpatented mining
claim is entitled to exclusive
possession of the surface,3 and
is leasing the right to extract
minerals from the government.
Exclusive possession of the
surface allows the owner to use
the surface only as necessary for
the mining operation.4 The owner
of an unpatented mining claim
may not fence the claim, erect
no-trespassing signs, or prevent
hikers, hunters, or fishers from
passing through the claim.5 Under
the Surface Resources Act, the
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general public has a right of free
access to the unpatented mining
area for recreational use of the
surface resources and for access
to adjoining property.6 Where the
public is being illegally excluded
an injunction can and should be
sought.7
Occupation Rules and Types of
Surface Uses
Mining an unpatented claim
is basically squatting on public
lands. However, where the
resourceful urban squatter makes
use of an abandoned building, the
miner instead trashes something
pristine and untrammeled by man.
BLM imposes five requirements
that miners must comply with to
avoid illegal occupancy on public
lands. In order to occupy public
lands for more than 14 days one
must engage in certain mining
activities “that are the reason
for your occupancy,”8 and those
activities must:
(a) Be reasonably incident;
(b) Constitute substantially

regular work;
(c) Be reasonably calculated
to lead to the extraction and
beneficiation of minerals;
(d) Involve observable on-theground activity that BLM may
verify under § 3715.7; and
(e) Use appropriate
equipment that is presently
operable, subject to the need
for reasonable assembly,
maintenance, repair or
fabrication of replacement
parts.9
All five requirements must be
met for the occupancy to be
permissible, and the claimant
bears the burden of showing that
his occupancy is in compliance
with these standards.10 Where
any of these requirements are
missing or questionable, the
occupancy may be challenged as
illegal. The extent of “reasonably
incident” has been described
as being directly related to the
magnitude of the mining and
related activities conducted on
the claim.11 Activities such as
operating a hunting lodge, or
harvesting and selling timber
would be beyond the magnitude
of mining a claim and violate
the above mentioned occupancy
requirements.12 Similarly, the
mining must be reasonably
calculated to lead to the extraction
and beneficiation of minerals, and
the level of use cannot be at or
below casual use, be recreational
mining, or be hobby mineral
collecting without violating
occupancy requirements.13
BLM regulations establish
casual use, notice level, and
plans of operations as the three
different levels of mining.14
“Casual use involves minor
activity with hand tools, no
explosives, and no mechanized
earth moving equipment, and no
permit is required for this type of
activity.”15 However, as mentioned

above, casual use is not enough to
justify occupancy of public lands
or the mining claim.16 Notice
level activities involve explosives,
tractors, or other types of earth
moving equipment.17 The total
annual surface disturbance must
not exceed five acres in a year for
notice level activities; any level
beyond this requires a plan of
operations, which is also required
for all other surface disturbance
activities.18 A full environmental
assessment and bond for
environmental restoration are
required for plans of operations.19

mining claim before approving
any new or modified plan of
operations for ancillary uses
(such as waste dumps, leach pads,
tailings disposal, and topsoil
storage).25

and if invalid, the claimant has no
property rights.23

Criminal and tort law
provide remedies in the case of
an altercation with miners who
understand the second amendment
better than they understand
how to deal with people. The
wild west has been over for
some time now, and what was
development in the 19th century
is now destruction in the 21st.

Where BLM fails to issue
notices or cessation orders, citizen
groups should sue under FLPMA
to enforce the agency action
where it can be documented
that the claimant’s occupancy
on public lands violates the
provisions of section 3715.
Unpatented mining claims are
subject to subsequently imposed
Enforcing BLM Authority and environmental regulations,26 and
Prohibiting Illegal Mining
government agencies have a duty
to comply with environmental
BLM is required by section
302(b) of the Federal Land Policy laws irrespective of mining
rights.27 Any documented water
and Management Act of 1976
quality violations under the Clean
(FLPMA), 43 U.S.C. section
Water Act, or other environmental
1732(b) (2006), and 43 C.F.R.
violations, would allow a third
section 3809 to ensure that no
party to challenge mining
proposed activity under the
mining laws results in unnecessary occupancy under that statute’s
or undue degradation of the public citizen suit.
lands.20 Unauthorized uses and
However, when there is a
occupancies on public lands are
shotgun pointed squarely at your
illegal uses that on their face
chest with a miner on the other
constitute unnecessary or undue
end telling you to get off their
degradation of public lands, which land, that may not be the best
the Secretary of the Interior is
time to bring up water quality
mandated by law to take any
violations or the fact that they
action necessary to prevent.21
only possess mineral rights.
Greg Graybill, who lost part of
A failure to comply with the
statutory provisions of the Surface his arm due to a trigger-happy
Resources Act or the Mining Law miner, stated in response to the
of 1872 causes the entire claim to incident: “We weren’t trespassing
revert to the federal government.22 on anybody’s property. That’s my
The government is free to test the property. That’s your property.
That’s everybody’s property.”28
validity of the claim at any time,

If BLM determines that
an unlawful use or occupancy
exists, it may issue an immediate
suspension order, cessation order,
or notice of non-compliance.24
The Solicitor of the Interior
directs BLM to determine the
validity of any questionable
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Western public lands should not
be allowed to be trashed by a few
acting illegally at the expense of
the taxpayer. Buying and posting
a no trespassing sign does not
automatically grant the right
to exclude others and waive a
shotgun around. Reliving the
old west is merely a pipe dream;
public lands need to be managed
for the benefit of the public, and
illegal mining should never be
tolerated.
__________________________
Jordan Beckett is a 3L at the
University of Oregon School
of Law concentrating on
environmental and natural
resources law.
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(cont’d from page
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